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EMS Hosts Tour for Bay Area Manufacturing Association (BAMA)
TAMPA, FL – July 1, 2016 – EMS (EMS, Inc., www.ems-usa.com), one of the leading single source providers of
advanced 3D Scanning and 3D Printing solutions, recently hosted the Bay Area Manufacturing Association
(BAMA) at its Tampa headquarters.
While touring EMS, BAMA members saw the latest industrial 3D
printers capable of 3D printing complex parts in variety of materials
using a variety of 3D printing technologies and processes. EMS
helped participants cut through the "hype" of 3D printing to discuss
and demonstrate real world commercial and industrial applications
such as prototyping, additive manufacturing, end use products,
tooling aids, master patterns and more.
For over 15 years, EMS has been helping companies get to market
faster with better products through the use of commercial 3D Printers and 3D Scanners. EMS is currently the
largest integrated provider of both 3D scanning and 3D printing solutions to customers across the automotive,
aerospace, military, consumer products, medical, art and entertainment industries.
With over 15,000 projects completed, EMS specializes in streamlining product
development through advanced rapid prototyping, additive manufacturing,
reverse engineering and inspection solutions. EMS is an authorized reseller
of 3D Systems 3D, Creaform, SpaceClaim, Wenzel, GeoMagic, Surphaser,
Steinbichler, API Sensor, Innovmetric and SolidWorks, and also provides 3D
Printing and 3D Scanning Services to customers who prefer to outsource all
or some of their prototyping, additive manufacturing, or inspection needs.
For more news about EMS, go to www.ems-usa.com.
About EMS
Founded in 2001, EMS, Inc. is a leading single source provider of 3D Scanning
and 3D Printing solutions to customers across a range of industries including
aerospace, automotive, military, consumer products, medical and art. With
over 15,000 projects completed and hundreds of systems sold, EMS has the
equipment, experience and expertise to help clients streamline product
development, inspection and reverse engineering through 3D technology. EMS
is headquartered in Tampa with regional offices in Detroit and Atlanta.

